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Abstract.
This report descn"bes
an extensivesetof measurementsof the response functions ofPADC tracketch and NT A film personal dosemeters &om UK Approved Dosimetry Services. A novel
technique for producing simultaneousirradiations over a range of neutron energiesis employed
to provide detailedresults for responsecharacteristicsover the energy range &om about 100 ke V
to 1.2MeV. Two further measurementshave beenperformed at 2.5 and 5.0 MeV to extend the
data to higher energies. The report presentsthe results for both the fluence and personal dose
equivalent responsefunctions, and discussesthese results and their implications.
Note: all uncertainties quoted in this report are estimates of standard (10) uncertainties
representing a confidence level of approximately 67%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At present, in the UK, and in most other countries, control of the occupational exposure of
classified radiation workers is realized by estimating and limiting the effective dose equivalent
received from radiation of all tyPes. For external radiation, the estimates of this quantity are
nonnally derived from the reading of personaldosemetersworn by the individual.
Effective dose equivalentas defined by the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP), is a weighted meanof dose equivalentsin various organsof an anthropomorphic phantom
representingthe human body, and is therefore usually considered as a quantity which cannot be
measured directly by any practical device. In view O-fthis, so called operational quantities were
introduced by the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements(ICRU) for
both area surveymeasurementsand personalmonitoring(I).These were designedto be measurable
and to be conservative estimatesof the quantity effective dose equivalent.
For personal monitoring, the operational quantity is personal dose equivalent, ~(d), which is
defined (see for example reference 2) as the dose equivalent in four-element soft tissue (mass
composition: 76.2% oxygen, 11.1% carbon, 10.1% hydrogen, and 2.6% nitrogen) at a depth d
below a specifiedpoint on the body. The specified point is usually taken to mean the point where
a dosemeter is worn. The depth, d, dependson the penetrating power of the radiation, but for
neutrons of all energies, d has the value of 10 mm. Metrologically this is a somewhat inexact
definition since details of the body are not specified, and for this reason, for the performance of
calibrations, a calibration quantity is defined, see reference 3. This is ~(d) in a theoretical
phantom having the composition of ICRU tissue, and the same shape and size as the actual
calibration phantom.
Practical considerationsand commonusagehave narrowed the choice of calibration phantom for
whole body irradiation down to a block measuring 30 x 30 x 15 cm. Fluence to personal dose
equivalentconversion coefficients have beencalculated for an ICRU tissue phantom of this size
as a function of energyso that the value of~( d) can be derived for any neutron field incident on
the phantom from a knowledge of the neutron t1uenceand the spectrum.
No material with the composition oflCRU tissue exists from which a calibration phantom could
be constructed, and different tissue substitute materials, such as polymethyl methacrylate
(pMI\..fA) or water, have tended to be used. The recommendation of the International
Organization for Standardisation (ISO) is that no corrections should be made for differences
between the compositions of the actual and calculational phantoms provided calibrations are
performed with a particular type of water phantom whose design has been specified by ISO (4).
A quantity has thus beendefined,which personaldosemetersshould be designedto measure.One
of the fundamental problems of neutron dosimetry is, however, that it has, to date, proved
impossible to design a personal dosemeterwhich hasthe required responsecharacteristics over
the full range of energies encountered in radiation protection. There is thus the potential for
presently available neutron personal dosemeters to significant under- or over-estimate the
operational quantity, and this underminesconfidence in their results.
In the UK, the majority of neutron dosemetersissued by approved dosimetry servicesuse either
the plastic PADC (poly-allyl diglycol carbonate, often known by the trade name CR-39) or NT A
film as the sensorelement.
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PADC is a material which can be usedto detect charged particles, provided the energy deposited
by theseparticlesis sufficiently intenseand localised.The damagetracks fonned by these particles
can be etchedto fonDpits and the number of these pits can be counted. PADC' s ability to detect
the recoil protons produced by neutrons in a hydrogenous layer enables it to respond to fast
neutrons,and its responseftmction for thesefast neutronsapproximatelysatisfiesthe requirements
for measuring the quantity personal dose equivalent above an energy threshold which normally
lies in the 100 to 200 keY region. For neutrons below the threshold energy the personal dose
equivalent responseis almost negligibly small, and the presenceof a sizeabledose equivalent in
the low-energy region presentsthe potential for significant under-reading by the dosemeter.To
mitigate againstthis, some services include in their PADC-based dosemetersa material which
gives it a thermal neutron sensitivity. An example of this would be a piece of nylon in close
proximity to the sensor.ThemJa1neutronsundergocapture by the nitrogen in the nylon producing
protons of about600 keY which can be detected in the PADC. This gives the device some of the
characteristicsofan albedo dosemeter,i.e. one which detects thermal and epi-thermal neutrons
backscattered ftom the wearer. By careful design the dosemetercan provide a personal dose
equivalentresponseat thermal energiesand also over some of the epi-thermal region. There still
remains, however, an energy region, below the fast neutron threshold, where the dosemeter
seriously underestimatespersonaldose equivalent.
NT A fi1m has neutron energy response characteristics with features which exhibit certain
similarities to PADC in terms of the overall shape.Again there is a threshold below which the
dose equivalent responseis negligibly small. However, this occurs at a higher neutron energy,
somewherebetween500 and 600 keV, so the potential for missing part of the dose equivalent is
greater.The NT A film is inherentlysensitiveto thermal neutrons, due to the presenceof nitro gen
in the film. Designing the dosemeterto give the correct thermal response,however, presents
complications and involves the use of just the right amount of a thermal neutron absorbing
material, e.g. lon, to reduce the thermal responseto the required level. Becauseof this, it is not
uncommon for designersof dosemetersbased on NT A fi1mto completely remove any thermal
sensitivity by including a sufficiently thick layer of a good neutron absorbing material, such as
cadmium, to absorb all the thermal neutrons, leaving the dosemeter as a purely fast-neutron
measuring device.
To estimatethe extentof anymisreading by a personal dosemeterin a working environment two
items of information are essential:

(i)
(ii)

the neutron spectrumof the field in which the dosemeteris used,
the dosemeterresponsefunction over the energyrange where neutrons are present.

In additionto the energyinformation, it is also important to have data on the angular dependence
of both the field and the dosemeterresponsecharacteristicsif a detailed estimate of the personal
dose equivalent is to be made. Knowing the energy characteristics,however, allows the 'worst
case' situation to be quantified.
In the majority of situations,workplace spectraare not known. However, there now exists a data
baseof measuredand calculatedspectra,with a dedicated data handling program(S),which can be
used,ifa dosemeter'sresponsefunction is known, to determine that dosemeter's likely WIder- or
over-readings in a variety of environments. Use of this facility can provide information on
potentially hazardous situations where dosemeterscould WIder-respondsignificantly.
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Personal dosemeterresponse functions tend to only be measuredapproximately, mainly due to
the time and expenseneededto measurethe full responsefimction in detail. This needsto be done
with mono energetic neutrons, and, up until now, has always involved a very extensive
experimental programme because each energy requires a separate measurement. Typically
responsefunctionsare basedon about six monoenergetic measurements,and errors can occur in
regions where the data have to be interpolated.
Recentdevelopmentsat NPL have,however,provided a more efficient procedure for detennining
the response function over the important energy range around, and just above, the threshold
energies for PADC track-etch and NT A fiJm dosemeters. This region is particularly important
becausethe dose equivalentresponsevaries rapidly with energy. A facility, described in detail in
reference6, allows simultaneousirradiationsto be performed for a set of dosemetersover a range
of known energies.
Neutrons covering a large part of the energyrange nom about 1 ke V to 20 MeV can be produced
us"ingvarious nuclear reactionsand different bombarding particles nom the NPL 3.5 MV Van de
Graaff accelerator. The normal procedure for performing irradiations involves setting up the
facility to produce a particular neutron energy, standardizing the tluence at this energy, and
making measurementssolely at that one energy. This is a very time consuming approach.
For a number of the neutron-producing reactions, 7Li(p,n)7Be and T(p,n)3He being good
exan1ples,the energy of the neutrons varies significantly with angle of emissionrelative to the
direction of the bombarding charged particle bean1.This is a simple consequenceof the reaction
kinematics, and the energy can be calculated directly using the laws of momentum and energy
conservation. This means that, for physically small devices such as personal dosemeters, it is
possible,by arranging them in an arc at different anglesrelative to the charged particle beam, to
provide simultaneous irra~iations of a number of dosemetersover a range of neutron energies.
Although the energiesas a function of anglecan easilybe calculatedfrom the kinematics, the same
is not true for the fluence.Tabulatedangular distribution data for these reactions are available(7,S)
but the accuracy is not specified. For this reason three dedicated irradiation fields have been
characterised by selecting a particular target and set of bombarding conditions, and carefully
measuringthe variation of the neutron fluence with angle for neutron emissionangles from 00to
750on either sideof the directionof the bombardingchargedparticle beam. These data enablethe
fluence at any angle to be derived from that measured at 00 using the normal standardisation
procedures.

The three irradiationfieldscharacterised
in this waywere:
Field A:

101 keY (75°) to 250 keY (0°) derived from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction using a
proton bombarding energy of20 19 keV,

FieldB:

336 keY (75°) to 565 keY (0°) derived from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction using a
proton bombarding energy of 2296 ke V ,

Field C:

561 keY (75°) to 1200 keY (0°) derived nom the T(p,n)3He reaction using a
proton bombarding energy of 20 17 ke V.

The readings of single personal dosemeterstend to exhibit uncertainties, which, even for the
optimum dose in terms of readingtracks or pits on the sensorelements,are never less than about
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10%. For this reasona number are usually irradiated simultaneously during a responsefunction
measurementin order to reducethis W1certainty.Due to the symmetry of the irradiation about the
proton beamdirection for the multi-energyirradiation fields described above, the energiesare the
sameat corresponding angles on either side of 0°. Thus, except for the energy corresponding to
0°, at leat two dosemetersare irradiated at each energy. For physically small dosemetersmore
than one can be mounted at each angle, thus further increasing the number irradiated. Also,
because the facility provides results at closely spaced energies, the correlations which exist
between adjacent energies, in that the responses cannot differ very greatly between adjacent
energies,and the fact that this variation shouldbe smooth, all help to reduce the overall statistical
uncertainty in the derived responsefunction.
The aim of the presentwork was to measmeresponsefunctiondata for a number 0 f PADC tracketchand NT A film dosemeters.The multi-energy irradiation fields provide data over the energy
range from about 100 keV to 1.2 MeV. However, there is a need to extend the data to energies
above thisrange. Above the threshold region the response function is not expected to vary very
significantly with neutron energy, and so only two additional monoenergetic point values were
considered necessary. Measurements were performed at 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV using the
conventional irradiation techniques for monoenergetic neutrons. The 2.5 Me V neutrons were
produced using the T(p,n)3He reaction, whilst those at 5.0 MeV were produced with the
D( d,n)3Hereaction. Except for areasaround high-energy accelerators,and environments where
cosmic rays are significant, the neutron spectra in environments where classified workers are
exposed rarely extend above 5 MeV.
Although all doserneterswhich usePADC as the sensorelementdetect neutrons in essentiallythe
sameway, differencesarise in their responsefunction shapesdue to differences in parameters such
as: the characteristicsof the plastic, the etchingtechnique,the design of the holder for the PADC,
and the way in which the damagepits are counted. Similarly, differences can also occur between
service providers using NT A film. In order to try to quantify these differences, with a view to
subsequentlyinvestigatingtheir implications for dosemeterperfonnance in various typical fields,
measurementswere made for all dosimetryservices which have beenapproved by the Health and
SafetyExecutive (HSE) in the UK, and which were operational at the time of the measurements.
For PADC sensors there were three services, and one of these offered two types ofPADC
dosemeter.Measurementswere performed over the range 101 keY to 5 MeV for the four types
ofF ADC dosemeters,and they have beenidentified in this document by the codes PI to P4. For
NT A film there were two services offering this type of dosemeters, although they were very
similar in design.Measurementsfor theseextendedover the energyrange 561 keV to 5 MeV, and
they have beenidentified as Nl and N2.
This report presentsthe results of measurementsof dosemeterresponse functions above about
100 keV, and it is pJannedto subsequentlyuse this information to investigate personal dosemeter
performance in realistic fields. For this work additional data on the thermal and epi-thermal
responsewill be needed for those dosemeterswith a thennal sensitivity. Dose equivalents in the
low-energy region are usually less significant than those at higher energies and the data for
responsesin the low-energy region, where needed,can be obtained from earlier measurements
performed by the dosimetry services.
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2. THE EXPERIMENTS
Neutron fields for the response function measurementsdescribed here were produced using one
of three nuclear reactions, either 7Li(p,n)7Be, T(p,n)3He, or D(d,n)3He, with the proton or
deuteronchargedparticle beamsbeing generatedby the NPL 3.5 MV Vande Graaff accelerator.
Neutrons of the desired energy were produced by selecting the appropriate reaction and the
correct chargedparticle bombardingenergy.An energy selectionmagnet, with an N1v1Rfeedback
control, allows bombardingenergiesto be set to within an uncertainty of about :1:3keV. Neutron
energies,and energyresolutionvalues,are calculatedfrom the reaction kinematics, and the known
energy loss of the charged particle beam in the neutrcn-producing target layer.
The neutron tluencerate dependson the reactioncross section and the beam current. Restrictions
on the allowable beam currents arise becauseof target heating. To minimise this heating the
charged particle beam is de-focussed to an area of 3 to 4 mm diameter, and this in turn is
modulated by applying an electric field to scan the beam into a circle to create a diffiIse beam
'spot' of about 10 mm diameter. Despite this, and air cooling of the target, temperature rises
occur wIrich can result in loss of material ftom the target layer if the beam current is too high. This
limits the maximum neutron yield attainable, and resulted for the present measurements in
irradiation times which typically needed to be several hours duration to obtain optimum dose
equivalent values for irradiating the dosemeters.
The fluencerateswere measuredusing the NPL standard long counter. This instrument has been
thoroughly characterisedand its efficiency determined as a function of neutron energy<9).
The
procedurefor detenniningthe fluence delivered during the irradiation of the dosemetersinvolves
several stages.These are explained in reference 6, but are outlined here for completeness.
Firstly the long counter is positioned at 0° to the charged particle beam direction" at a distance of
between-I.5 and 2.0 m from the target, and a measurementis made of the total incident fluence
relative to the readings of two monitors. The first of these monitors is the beam current, as
measured with a current integrator, and the second is a high-efficiency moderating detector
mounted permanently on the laboratory wall. A measurementis then made with a shadow cone
positioned to eliminate all neutrons arriving at the long counter directly from the target so that
its responseto scattered neutrons originating from all parts of the room is measured.These two
measurementsprovide a calibration of the two monitors in terms of the direct fluence (neutrons
per cm2),at 0°, per monitor count. The long counter is then positioned as far from the target as
possible,to mjnjmise scatterfrom this device, and the irradiation of the dosemetersis performed
with the fluence delivered being determined from the monitor readings.
The beam current is used as the primary monitor because it is insensitive to scattering from
whateverdevicesare placed in the neutronfield. This is not the case for the moderating detector.
A checkis, however, alwaysmadeof the ratio of the two monitor readings to ensure that it does
not vary by more thanwould be expected from changesin the moderating detector readings due
to scattering objects in the neutron field.
Sincethe position and profile of the beam spot on the target layer can vary a little every tinle an
experimentis set up, and the target layeris not completelyuniform, the calibration of the monitors
hasto be performed every tinle the Vande Graaff accelerator is started up, and also every tinle
the beam energy is changed.
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All the irradiations were performed in the NPL low-scatter neutron laboratory. This is a large
shielded room with a length of 25 m and a width of 18 m. The neutron producing targets are
positionedabovethe centreof an approximately 12 m diameter circular pit situated at one end of
the room so that the nearestsolid scattering surface is a distance of 6 m from the target position.
A detector transportsystem,consistingoffour arms, eachof which incorporates a movable trolley
is availablefor mounting deviceswhich are to be irradiated. These were utilized for mounting the
long counter and for the phantom used in the monoenergetic measurements.The four arms are
pivoted about the centre of the pit so that devices can be positioned at any angle relative to the
direction of the bombarding charged particle beam. The trolley on eacharm can also be moved
alongthe arm to obtain any required device to neutron-producing target distance between a few
cm and about 5 m.
For the present measurements, both those with the multi-energy fields and those with
monoenergetic neutrons of2.5 and 5.0 MeV, all the dosemeterswere positioned at a nominal
distance of 75 cm &om the beam spot on the neutron-producing target. This is the distance
recommended by 180(10)and is a compromise betweenvarious conflicting requirements.
In order to ensurean evendistn"butionof fluence over severaldosemetersarranged on the surface
of a slabphantom,particularly whenthe neutron distribution is non-isotropic, the neutron source
to dosemeterdistance needsto be maximised. Increasing the distance also reducesuncertainties
introduced by the fact that the source is not actually a point. Another reason for using a
reasonablylarge distance is that it reducesthe percentageuncertainty in measuringthe distance.
This needsto be known accuratelysince it is used to determine the fluence at the dosemeter, and
the fluence has an inverse square law dependence on the distance. The uncertainties in the
distance, which are of the order of 1 to 2 mm, occur, for example, becauseof uncertainty in
determining the exact position of the target layer. They are largely independentof the overall
distance up to about 2 m, and so the percentage effect decreasesas the irradiation distance
mcreases.
However, there are also arguments for keeping the neutron source to dosemeterdistance short.
Firstly, personal dosemeters are not particularly efficient devices, and hence reducing the
irradiation distance increasesthe fluence and reduces the required irradiation times. These
neverthelessstill amountto severalhours. The secondreasonfor reducing the distance arises from
the effects of scattered neutrons. The dosemeters are subjected not only to direct neutron
bombardment from the neutron producing target, but also to neutrons which are scattered
towards the dosemetersfrom the walls, floor, and ceiling of the experimental area, and also by
the air and equipmentwithin the room. These are of different energiesto the primary neutrons,
their numbersare not usuallyknown, and their effects are thus difficult to determine. The air and
equipmentscatteredcomponentvaries roughly as the inverseof the source to dosemeterdistance,
whilst the room componentis roughly constant.Sincethe direct component has an inverse square
dependence on the distance, reducing the distance decreasesthe percentage contribution from
scattering. In the large low-scatter area in which the measurementswere performed, evidence
from other work(ll) indicates that the scattered neutron contribution to the dosemeterresponse
is essentially negligible at 75 cm. No correction is therefore applied for this effect, although a
small additionaluncertaintycomponentis included in the final uncertainty. One factor which helps
in this matter is that the scattered component bas a reasonably isotropic incidence on the
dosemetersand the efficiencyof both PADC track-etch and NT A fiJrndosemetersis a maximum
for normal incidence, i.e. for the neutrons arriving directly from the target, and decreasesas the
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angle of incidence relative to the dosemeter face decreases.Also, there is some element of
cancellation becausethe responseto in-scattered neutrons is partly compensated by the loss of
someof the direct component by out-scatter in the air betweenthe neutron source and the long
counter.

2.1 Measurements using the multi-energy irradiation fields
Detailed descriptionsof the energiesand angular distributionsof the three multi-energy irradiation
fields, A, B, and C, used for this work are given in NPL Report CIRM 10(6).Each field allows
dosemetersto be irradiated at a number of known energiesdepending on the angle at which the
dosemeter is placed relative to the direction of the charged particle beam.
The dosemeters were mounted on a support ring arrangement to ensure that they were all
positioned at a nominal distance of75 cm from the beam spot on the neutron-producing target.
This ring is madeof aluminium.and is very lightweight. Although it is 3 cm wide and 1 cm thick,
nUmerous holes in the metal reduce the overall mass. The ring is supported on thin hollow
aluminiumtubes which radiate upwards and outwards from a small ring which fits over a boss at
the centre of the pit. In this way the centre of the support ring is positioned just below the
neutron-producing target.
Dosemetersare mounted on posts setinto the ring at regularintervals. This allows the dosemeters
to be positioned in a horizontalplane at the height of the charged particle beam, and at any angle
relative to the beam. By convention angles to the left of the beam direction are designated as
negativeanglesand thoseto the right as positive. The upper part of each post is made up of a flat
rectangularpieceof aluminium(63 mm long, by 13 mm wide and 1.6 mm thick) set with its long
sidevertical and with a flat side facing the source of neutrons. A rectangular hole in the flat face
further reduces the amount of material present. Dosemeterswere attached to the flat face using
either double-sided adhesivetape, or the dosemeter's own clip ifappropriate.
An optical surveyor's leve~positioned at the edge of the pit and on the 00 line, was used to align
the ring in the horizontalplane. When more than one dosemeterwas attached to each aluminium
flat the height of eachdosemeterabove or below the horizontalplane of the charged particle beam
was measuredin order to derive distancecorrectionsfor use when calculating the incident fluence
on eachdosemeter.Due to a slight asymmetryin the ring arrangement,there is a variation in the
iiTadiation distance of roughly 5 mm around the ring, and consequently it was necessaryto
measurethe distance for eachangle.
The optmwn dose equivalent value for reading PADC track-etch dosemetersis in the region of
3 to 5 mSv. For NT A film it is somewhathigher, possibly up to 10 mSv. Dose equivalent rates
from the three Fields A, B, anc C, are low, and they vary significantly with the angle, and hence
with the neutron energy, being a maximwn at 0° and a minimwn at 75°. It is thus difficult to
deliverthe optmwn doseequivalentsto all dosemeters,and in some casesit is difficult to deliver
the optmwn dose equivalent, even for the maximwn rate, within a reasonabletmescale.
For Field A, the energyvaries from 101 keY at 75° to 250 keY at 0°. The maximum personal dose
equivalent rate which can be delivered at 0° is about 0.62 mSv h-1,and this decreasesto about
37% of this value at 101 keY. Irradiations in Field A were only performed for the PADC tracketchdosemetersand took up to sevenhours, delivering in this time dose equivalents of the order
of4.5 mSvat 250 keY and 1.7 mSvat 101 keY. A measurementfor a setof dosemeters thus took
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a whole day, and even thenthe dose equivalentdeliveredat 101 keY was lower than the optimwn.
Enough tracks were, however, produced to make reasonablemeasurements.
For Field B, where the neutron energiesvary ftom 336 keY at 75° to 565 keVat 0°, the dose
equivalentrates are higher, being about 2.6 mSv h-1at 565 keV. The decreasein rate with angle
is more rapid than for Field A, and the mte at 336 keY is only 22% of that at 0°. Reasonabledose
equivalent values at 0° could thus be obtained in two to three hours. However, becauseof the
larger variation of dose equivalentwith angle for this field, the dosemetersover the angular range
uom 0° to 50° were removed, after a reasonabledose equivalent had beenaccumulated, and the
irradiationswere continuedto increasethe dose equivalent delivered to the dosemetersat angles
between 55° and 75° to at least 2 mSv. Due to the higher dose equivalent rates it was possible
to measuretwo sets of dosemetersin a single day. Again this field was only used for the PADC
tmck-etch dosemeterssinceNTA film was not expected to have a measurableresponse over this
energy range.
For Field C, the neutron energy ranges from 561 keY at 75° to 1200 keY at 0°, with maximum
achievable dose equivalent rates of about 0.45 and 0.18 rnSv h-I respectively. As for Field A,
whole day irradiationswere requiredto obtain reasonableoverall dose equivalent values. For the
irradiations of both types of dosemeterthe dose equivalent values were rougWy 3.5 rnSv at
1200 keY and 1.4 mSv at 561 keY. For NTA fihn in particular, these are not ideal, and larger
values would have beenpreferable, but they were neverthelessadequate,and gave reasonable
track densities on the NT A fihn.

Monoenergetic measurements
Measurementsusing monoenergeticneutronswere performed at 2.5 and 5.0 MeV. The 2.5 MeV
neutronswere producedusingthe T(p,n)3He reaction where the maximum attainable 00 personal
dose equivalent rate was about 1 rnSv h-1. Neutrons at 5.0 MeV were produced using the
D(d,n)3Hereactionand herethe maximumattainable00dose equivalent rate was about 2 mSv h-1.
At both theseenergiesit was thus possible to irradiate severalsets of dosemetersin a single day.
The measurementswith monoenergetic neutrons were performed with the dosemetersmounted
on the ftont faceof a 30 x 30 x 15 cm ISO slab phantom positioned at 0° to the charged particle
beamand with the ftont facepositionedat 75 cm ftom the neutronproducing target. The ISO slab
phantom(4),commonly referred to as a water phantom, is a container, constructed with PMMA
plastic walls, which is filled with water. All the walls are 10 mm thick, except for that forming the
ftont face which is 2.5 mmthick. Dosemeterswere attachedusing double sided adhesivetape, and
were positioned within a 20 x 20 cm squareat the centreof the ftont face to avoid edge effects(12).
Corrections were performed for the reduced fluence for dosemetersdisplaced ftom the centre
resulting ftom the slightly increased neutron source to dosemeter distance. Further small
correctionswere also made for the reduction in the fluence and the energy for angles other than
0°. These were derived ftom the tabulated data ofLiskien and Paulsen(7).
Phantom backscatter effects
Phantomsare importantconceptsin the measurementof personaldose equivalent; their presence
being implicit in the definition of the quantity. They also serve the function of providing
backscatteredradiation during a calibration. When worn by individuals personaldosemetersare
subjected to both direct radiation and radiation backscatteredfrom the humanbody. This latter
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componentcan bevery important, and is the basisof the responseof neutron albedo dosemeters
which predominantlymeasurebackscatteredthermal and epi-thermal neutrons from the body. In
the calibration situation the phantom plays the role of the body in providing this backscattered
radiation.
PADC track -etch and NT A film sensors are, however, predominantly fast neutron detecting
devices.Both can also respond, either directly or indirectly, to thermal and epithermal neutrons,
but in the nonnal calibration situation, which involves the use of fast neutrons, usually from an
241Am-Beor a2s2Cfneutronsource, the reading of the sensorsis dominated by events caused by
the incident direct neutrons. A recent experimental and calculational investigation of the
backscatter ftom calibration phantoms(12)
showed that, for the ISO water phantom, for both
241
Am-Be and 2Stf neutrons, for either PADC track~etch or NT A film dosemeters, the
contribution to the reading from backscatter is small, being typically about 5%. A calibration
phantom can thus be dispensed with in situations where its presence would make the
measurementsparticuJarlydifficult or impractica4 and corrections can be applied for the missing
backscatter.
The preSentmeasurementswith the multi-energy irradiation fields is an example of a case where
a phantomwould be impractical. Dosemetersare distributed over an arc from -750to 750about
the Wrectionof the chargedparticle beam which produces the neutrons, and a phantom covering
this arc would provide entirely inappropriate scattering into the detectors.
Backscatteredneutronsfrom a phantomare oflower energy than the incident neutrons, and many
thus fall below the energy threshold in the PADC track-etch and NT A film dosemeterresponse.
This effect is one of the reasonswhy their responseto backscatteris small. The energiesof the
neutronsusedin the multi-energyirradiationsare evenlower than those used in the measurements
of backscatter response,and thus the backscatterreading would be expected to be even lower
than the value of 5% determined for 241
Am-Be and 2S2Cfneutrons.
For deviceswith a thermalresponsethe percentage contribution to the dosemeterreading which
resultsfrom backscatteredthermal neutronsincreasesas the energy decreases;simply becausethe
responseto the direct neutrons is falling rapidly. Even at the lowest energiesinvolved, however,
the readingdue to backscatteredthermals ftom a phantom is still expected to be a small ftaction
of the readingdue to the direct neutrons, and for this reasonno corrections for backscatterwere
made in the multi-energy measurements.In view of the relatively large uncertainty in personal
dosemetermeasurementsthe effect would be extremely difficult to measure.
The two monoenergetic measurementswere performed at higher energieswhere backscatteris
more significant, and an ISO water phantom was used in all these measurements.

2.4

The referencepoint of the dosemeters

Guidancepresentlybeing fomlulated by the 180(4)on calibration of dosemetersusesthe concept
of a referencepoint associatedwith each dosemeter.During a calibration this reference point is
positioned at the point of test. i.e. that point in the radiation field where the conventional true
value of the quantity to be measuredis known. For a receptor-free quantity. e.g. ambient dose
equivalent. which is the operational quantity for area survey instruments. this presents no
conceptualdifficulties sincethe quantityis de:finedat a point. For personal dose equivalent. which
is in every respect a receptor-dependentquantity. problems arise from the above calibration
prescription.
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For neutrons, personal dose equivalent is defined as the dose equivalent at a depth of 10 mm
below a specified point on the body, or in the calibration situation, the phantom. Although the
quantity is definedin termsof a dose equivalentat this particular depth, this dose equivalent is the
result of the neutron tluence incident on the outside of the body, or the phantom. Calculation of
the tluence to dose equivalent conversion coefficients to be used in a calibration are perfonned
for a planeparallel beamstriking the front face of the phantom. Thus, in the calibration situation,
where the tluence usually results from an essentiallypoint source of neutrons, and hence varies
as the inverse square of the distance from the source, the tluence used to calculate the dose
equivalentmust be that at the front facesince this provides the best replication of the setup in the
calculationof the conversioncoefficients.This situationdoes not, however, easily equate with the
ISO concept outlined above, since identification of the exact reference point in this extended
phantom-plus-dosemeterassemblyis not obvious, and no prescriptive guidance is given by ISO.
If the calibrationis simply viewed as a procedure whereby a dosemeteris mounted on the face of
a phantom, the personal dose equivalent is calculated from the conversion coefficients and the
fluence on the phantom surface, and the dosemeterreading is equated to the calculated dose
equivalent,the conceptsof point of test and reference point do not need to be invoked. There is,
however, then a problem when no phantom is used. A solution to this is to define the reference
point as being on the backfaceof the dosemeter, at the point where it would touch the phantom,
if a phantom were being used. This choice of reference point has advantageswhen the angular
dependenceof dosemetersis investigated.
The above conventionfor the referencepoint was used for all the presentmeasurements,whether
"free-in-air" or "on-phantom" with the exceptionof those for one particular type ofP ADC tracketch sensorwhere three layers ofPADC plastic elementswhere used to increasethe number of
datavalues at eachenergy and hence improve the statistical accuracy. The elements in the layer
nearestthe sourcewere exposedto a slightlyhigher fluence than the next layer, which in turn saw
more fluencethanthe furthest layer. To correct for this the reference point was taken to be at the
rear surface of the sensor element, i.e. the surface away from the direction of the incident
neutrons. Ideally the reference point should be some distance behind this rear surface, at the
position where the back surface of the dosemeterwould be located. Since this distance was not
known exactly, becausethe exactpositioning of the sensorelementin the dosemeterholder under
normal usewas not known, the aboveapproachto providing corrections for the slightly different
fluences seenby the sensorelementswas considered acceptable,particularly since the quantity
under investigation is primarily the shape of the response function rather than the absolute
magnitude. The three layers of sensorswere always treated separatelyin the analysis,and were
kept separatein order to distinguish any differences betweenthe results for the different layers.

3. MEASUREMENT DETAILS AND RESULTS
The main parameterderived from the seriesof experimentsreported here is the tluence response
function, i.e. the variation of the track density per unit tluence with neutron energy, for various
personaldosemeters.(The tluenceresponse,which is tracks per cm2divided by neutrons per cm2,
is sometimesreferredto simply as tracks per neutron.) This responseis related to a primary field
quantity, i.e. neutrontluence,and is hencenot dependenton any particular conversion coefficient
which may be used to convert from tluence to dose equivalent. These coefficients may change
with time.
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Nevertheless,dosemetersare usually intended to measurethe operational quantity personal dose
equivalent,~(d). For this reasonthe personaldose equivalentresponse function is also presented
here for eachdosemeterset, and the particular conversion coefficients used are those calculated
for 10 mm depth in a 30 x 30 x 15 cm slab ofICRU tissue for normal incidence of the neutron
radiation. Thesecoefficients,denotedas ~,slab(
10), allow a 'calibration' quantity, ~,slab(10), to be
derived, which is taken as an acceptable estimation of the personal dose equivalent. They have
beencalculatedby Hollnagel(13)
using the quality factor to lineal energy relationship, Q(L), given
originally in ICRP Publication 15(14),
and correspond to the operational quantity as realised prior
to the recommendationsofICRP Publication 60(15\
Different servicesread different sized areas on the sensorelements,varying from about 10 mm2
to over 1 cm2. The larger the area read, the more tracks recorded, and the smaller the statistical
uncertainty; although effects other than statistics tend to ensure that the uncertainty on a single
dosemeterreading cannot usually be reduced below about 10%. For the results presentedhere
all the data, howeverreported, whether as events in a fixed area, or events per cm2, or event per
1riIrr,have beenconverted into events per cm2 in order to present all the data on the samebasis.

3.1 Dosemeterset PI
Dosemeterset PI included sensorelementsftom four individual sheetsofP ADC plastic. Each of
the sheetshad beenproduced in the samemanner, by the samemanufacturer, and were nominally
all the same.The four sheetswere designatedA, B, C, and D respectively. Each dosemeterwas
labelled with a letter indicating the sheet ftom which it originated, and an identifying number.
There were 62 dosemetersfor eachof the three multi-energy fields, and 24 for eachof the monoenergetic neutron energies, 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV, seeTable 1. A number of dosemeters ftom
eachsheet,adding up to a total of26 in all, were supplied to act as controls. Data indicating how
the dosemeters ftom the three sheets should be divided between the different irradiation
conditions were supplied by the service.

Table 1. Organisationof the dosemetersfor the variousirradiations
SheetA

SheetB

SheetC

SheetD

Total

100 -250 keY

16

16

15

15

62

336 -565 keY

15

15

16

16

62

561-1200keY

16

16

15

15

62

2.5 MeV

6

6

6

6

24

5.0 MeV

6

6

6

6

24

Controls

6

6

7

7

26

Energies

For eachof the multi-energyfieldstwo dosemeterswere placed at eachpost on the support ring,
and the posts were positioned at 5° intervals from -75° through 0° to +75°, The arrangement for
mounting the dosemetersat eachposition upon the support ring involved firstly attaching the two
dosemetersto a strip of card with double-sided adhesivetape. An elastic band was then used to
hold each card in place on the support post in such a way that one dosemeter was above the
horizontal plane defined by the bombarding proton beam, the other below.
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The dosemeters of set PI are rectangular, and the part of the PADC sensor element which is
processed for track counting is located towards one end of the rectangle. The dosemeter
positioned above the horizontal plane was therefore orientated with this end downwards, while
the dosemeter below this plane was orientated in the opposite way so that both processed areas
of PADC had the same offset with respect to the height of the source of neutrons. Both
dosemeters on a given post were thus irradiated with neutrons of the same energy and fluence.
Dosemeters with elements from sheets A and B were attached to the same card, with the
dosemeter containing an element from sheet B above the horizontal plane. Likewise, dosemeters
with elements from sheets C and D were attached to the same card with the dosemeter containing
an element from sheet D above the horizontal plane.
The cards were fixed to the support posts in such a way that those containing elements from
sheets A and B alternated with those containing elements from sheets C and D. Further, if
dosemeters with elements from sheets A and B were placed at a given angle, dosemeters with
elements from sheets C and D were placed at the corresponding angle on the other side of the
support ring. This ensured that one element from each sheet was irradiated with neutrons of each
energy; the only exception being for the post at 0°, With this arrangement the four sheets of
PADC could be checked for variability in their response. Irradiation of the dosemeters followed
the procedure outlined in section 2.1
For irradiation with 2.5 and 5.0 MeV mono energetic neutrons, the dosemeters were attached
directly to the phantom with doubled sided adhesive tape. Although the variation of energy and
fluence over the surfuce of the phantom is not Jarge, the distribution over the phantom face of the
dosemeters containing elements from the different sheets followed the pattern outlined above, in
the sense that they were arranged as symmetrically as possible about the centre of the phantom
In this way, wherever possible, there was a dosemeter with an element from each of the four
sheets at a given neutron angle relative to the direction of the bombarding proton beam. The
maximum angle subtended was approximately 90, giving an energy range of 26 ke V for the
2.5 MeV neutrons and 35 keV for the 5.0 MeV neutrons. All dosemeter holders were placed
adjacent to each other, however, they are reasonably small and lightweight so that scatter between
them is not a problem, particularly since the response of the dosemeters is very low for neutron
mcidence at 900 to the normal.
After irradiation, all dosemeters were returned to the issuing service for processing. The data set
returned by the service detailed the "tracks per area read" for both the irradiated dosemeters and
also for those used as controls. From these data, and a knowledge of the area read, the net track
density, i.e., gross tracks minus control tracks, was calculated for each irradiated dosemeter. No
measure of the uncertainty in the track density values was supplied.

Figure 1 shows the fluence responsederived from the three multi-energy field irradiations,
covering the energy range 100 ke V to 1.2 MeV, and the data are presented separatelyfor each
of the PADC sheets A, B, C, and D. Each individual plot shows the results, for dosemeters
positioned on both sides of the support ring. This allows a comparison of the results for
dosemetersat positive and negative angles upon the support ring in order to provide a check on
the ~try
of the irradiation system.The data clearly show that there is no measurablebias in
that the results for positive angles match those for negative angles extremely well. For the
elements from each sheet the results show a very smooth variation of fluence response with
neutronenergy.There is, however, some evidence of greater variability, i.e. larger uncertainties,
for the results at higher energiesaround about 1 MeV.
12
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Figure 2. Comparison of dosemeterfluence response for set PI for the different sheetsofP ADC
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Figure 2 shows the variability of the results between the different sheets,again only using the
fluence responsevaluesmeasuredwith the three multi-energyfields. The results have beenplotted
for the positive and negativeangles separatelyto avoid making the figure too complicated. Once
again it can be seen that the variation of response with energy is very smooth. The greater
variability of the results around 1 MeV, noted above for the data as plotted in Figure 1, is, if
anything,even more apparent. Some of this variation at these higher energiesappearsto be due
to inter-sheet variation with results for sheetsB and D being consistently lower than A and C.
This dependenceon the sheetis not apparent at lower energies, even within the data set for the
energy region561 keV to 1.2 MeV, and therefore looks to be a property of the dosemetersand/or
their processing and reading rather than of the experiment.

Figure 3. Fluenceresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetPI
Figure 3 shows an averagedt1uenceresponse value for all dosemetersirradiated at eachenergy
using the multi-energy facility. This correspondsto four dosemetersat each energy value except
the highest energy in each of the multi-energy fields. This corresponds to the 00 angle on the
support ring which only contained two dosemeters.The error bars shown were derived simply
ftom the spread of the four (or two) results at eachenergy.
Also plotted on this figure are the results from the monoenergetic neutron measurementsat
2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. For these irradiations the dosemeterswere distributed on the phantom
surfacein sucha way that setsof dosemeterswere arranged at the samedistance from the centre
of the phantomface. All dosemeterswithin a set, and a set consisted of2 or 4 dosemeters,were
thus bombarded with neutrons at the sameangle relative to the proton bombarding beam, and
hence with neutrons of the same energy. The variation of energy over the phantom surface
amountedto at most 1% but, for completeness,the dosemetersin eachset, and there were eight
sets in all, were analysed separately. A datum for each set is plotted in Figure 3, and also the
uncertainty derived from the spread within the set.
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Figure 4. Personaldoseequivalentresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetPI
FmaUy,Figure 4 shows the personal dose equivalent response function, i.e. the net track density
per unit personaldose equivalent (cm-2mSv-l). The dose equivalent responsefunction is slightly
less smooththan that for the fluence, and this reflects some lack of smoothnessill the conversion
coefficients as a function of energy. These have been derived using Monte Carlo transport
calculations, which have statistical uncertainties, and they may also reflect genuine structures ill
the cross sectionsused ill the calculations.

3.2

DosemetersetP2

Dosemeterset P2 mcluded sensorelementsfrom two somewhat different types ofF ADC plastic,
m that they were obtmnedby the servicefrom two different suppliers. They were designatedType
I and Type II. Each dosemeterwas labelled with its type, and an identifying number. The sensor
elements were not supplied m the conventional configuration of one sensor element per
dosemeter.Each dosemeterm fact contained six sensorelements,three elements adjacentto the
front face, and three elements adjacentto the back face with an irradiator betweenthe two sets
of elements.The irradjator consistedof a thin pieceof polyethylene, about 1 mm thick, which was
m close contact with the sensor.A further three sensorelementswere attached to the back of the
dosemeters with double-sided adhesivetape with an irradiator adjacentto the back face of the
dosemeter. However the elements on the back of the Type I dosemeterswere not part of the
measurementbut acted only as a spacer,allowing the front faceof both dosemetersto be the same
distance from the neutron source during the irradiations. Figure 5 shows the configuration and
identjfyjngnamegiven to each layer of sensorelements.The terms 'bottom', 'middle', and 'top'
were assigned by the service. They derive simply from the way m which the configuration was
assembled,and m fact the bottom array was the one closest to the neutron source durmg an
irradiation.
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Backfaceof dosemeter

Type I
/'
Irradiators
""
/"" Backfaceof dosemeter
Top SensorArray

Type II

-

Middle SensorArray
SensorArray

Frontfaceof dosemeter

Figu re 5. Plan view showing the configurationof the sensorelementsfor both types of
dosemeterandthe identifyingnamegivento eachlayerof sensorelements.

There were 31 dosemetersof eachtype, for eachof the three multi-energyfields, and 6
dosemetersof eachtype for the monoenergeticneutronenergies,2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. A
further 8 dosemetersof eachtype were suppliedto act as controls;7 beingassociatedwith the
dosemetersused for the multi-energyfield measurements,
and 1 with those used for the
monoenergeticmeasurements.
The arrangements for mounting the dosemeterswas similar to that for set Pl. For each of the
multi-energyfields a dosemetercontaining elementsof eachtype was placed at each post on the
support ring, and these were positioned at 50 intervals from -750 through 00 to +750 .The
arrangementfor mounting the dosemeters at each position upon the support ring involved firstly
attacmngthe two dosemetersto a strip of card with double-sided adhesivetape. An elastic band
was then used to hold eachcard in place on the support post in such a way that one dosemeter
was abovethe planedefinedby the bombardingproton beam,and the other was the samedistance
below. Both dosemeterson a given post were thus irradiated with neutrons of the same energy
and fluence. Type I dosemeterswere positionedabovethe horizontal plane and the Type II below
the horizontalplane. Irradiation of the dosemetersfollowed the procedure outlined in section2.1
The referencepoint for calculationof the fluence for each sensorarray was the back of the sensor
as outlined in section 2.4
For irradiation with neutronsof2.5 and 5.0 MeV, Type I and Type II dosemeterswere irradiated
separately. For eachtype, the 6 dosemeterswere supplied attached to a card in 2 columns of3
rows. The dosemeters had a vertical separation between them of 14 mm and a horizontal
separationof 5 nun. The card was attachedto the phantomwith doubled sided adhesivetape such
that the dosemeterswere symmetrical about the centre of the phantom. The maximum angle
subtendedwas approximately 1.5°, giving an energy range of2.5 keV for the 2.5 MeV neutrons
and 3.4 keV for the 5.0 MeV neutrons.
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Figure 6. Comparison of positive and negative angles for the three arrays of dosemeter set P2
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After irradiationall dosemeterswere returnedto the issmngservice for processing. Unfortunately,
the data set returned contained results for the Type II dosemetersonly. Discussion with the
service revealed that the Type I dosemeterswere an experimentalbatch, and the results proved
so variable that they were unusable.The data set received detailed the gross track density for the
irradiated Type n sensorelements,and also for the Type n controls. From these data the net track
density,i.e., grosstracks minus control tracks, was calculated for eachirradiated sensorelement.
No measureof the uncertainty in the track density values was supplied.
Figure 6 shows the fluence response derived from the three multi-energy field irradiations,
covering the energyrange 100 keV to 1.2 MeV. The resultsare presented separatelyfor the three
sensorarrays,top, middle and bottom The plotted points representan average of the three sensor
elements'in eacharray, and the error bars shownwere derived simply from the spread of the three
results at eachenergy.Each individual plot showsresults for dosemeterspositioned on both sides
of the support ring. This allows a comparison of the results for dosemeters at positive and
negativeanglesupon the support ring in order to check on the symmetry of the irradiations. The
data clearly show that there is no measurablebjagin the resultssincethe results for positive angles
match those for negative angles extremely well.
For a small numberof the points plotted in Figure 6 the error bars are particularly large. Since the
uncertaintieswere derived from the spread of only three data values, some degree of variation is
expectedin the size of the uncertainties-simply becauseof the rather small sample.However, the
large error barsoften coincide with points which are higher than their neighbours. The high mean
value and large spreadwere in most casesthe result of the reading of one single sensorelement
being high.
At the lowest energiesthe bottom sensors,i.e. those closestto the neutron source, show a higher
response than the sensors further away. The mannerin which the neutron tluence is calculated,
by taking the irradiation distance to be that to the rear surface of an array, ensuresthat correct
allowance is made for differences in the fluence at the various arrays resulting from the inverse
squaredependenceof the tluence on distance. However, no allowance is made for attenuation in
the sensors closer to the neutron source. This attenuation increasesas the energy decreases,so
its effects shouldbe most noticeableat low energies. At higher energiesthe effects of attenuation
are expected to be less prominent, and this is the case.
Perhaps the most noticeable feature of the data is that the results for multi-energy Field B
(336 keV to 565 keV) do not fit in particularly well with those for fields A and C. Field B resuhs
show, ifanything, a slight decreasein fluence responsewith increasing neutron energy. To date,
no explanationfor this featurehas beenfound despiteextensiveinvestigation. The service can tind
no errors in the readingof the dosemeters.The relative fluence values at the different angleshave
beenchecked carefully, and no errors can be found. Field B provides the highest fluence rates,
but, becausethe irradiation times were shorter, the highest track densities for Field B were only
about 10% greater than the highest track densities for Field A. Thus, overlapping tracks on the
sensorelements,and hence missed tracks, should not have beena problem for Field B if it was
not one for Field A. Furthermore this effect, although it might causethe high energy response
valuesto be lower than they shouldbe, would not explainthe high responsesat the lower energies
around 340 keV. The high fluence rate for Field B meant that two sets of dosemeterscould be
irradiated on the sameday. There was, however, no evidence of the same problem with the other
set irradiated on the same day as setP2.
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Figure 7 shows the averaged fluence response value for all sensorelements irradiated at each
energy using the multi-energy facility, i.e. the positive and negative angleshave beenaveraged.
The data are still presented separatelyfor the three sensorarrays, top, middle and bottom. The
plotted points correspondto six sensorelementsat eachenergy, except the highest energy in each
of the muhi-energy fields. This correspondsto the 0° angle on the support ring which contained
only one dosemeterof eachtype. The error bars shown were derived simply by the spread of the
six (or three at 0°) results at eachenergy.
Also plotted on the figure are the results from the monoenergetic neutron measurementsat
2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. Although for these irradiations the dosemeterswere distributed over the
phantom face, they were all reasonably close to the centre, and the variation of energy for
different dosemetersamoill1tedto at most 0.1%, which was consideredto be negligible. Therefore
all the elementswithin an array were averaged for all dosemeters,this amoill1tedto 18 elements
for the 2.5 MeV measurements,and 15 elements for the 5.0 MeV measurementsbecausethe
results for one of the latter dosemeterswere not returned. The error bars shown were derived
simply form the spread of the results at each energy.
Figure 8 showsthe personaldose equivalentresponsefunction, i.e. the net tracks density per unit
personal dose equivalent (cm-2roSv-I) .The data are presented separately for the three sensor
arrays, top, middle and bottom. As in Figure 7, the plotted points representmean values for six
sensors,exceptthose correspondingto 0°, and the error bars derive solely from the spread of the
data.

3.3

DosemetersetP3

Sensor elements for dosemeter set P3 were cut nom a number of nominally identical sheetsof
PADC plastic all obtained nom the samemanufacturer.Dosemetersnom three sheets,designated
A, B, and C, were usedfor irradiations in the multiMenergyfields A, B, and C respectively. There
were 31 dosemetersfor eachmultiMenergyfield. Also supplied were 2 dosemetersfor eachof the
monoenergeticneutronenergies,2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV, and 6 dosemetersto act as controls. No
information was provided on the sheet, or sheets, from which these latter 10 dosemeters
originated. Each dosemeterwas labelled with a unique serial number, and contained 2 sensor
elements,both being in the sameplane, and parallel with the back surface of the dosemeter. For
the monoenergeticirradiationsthe pattern for positioning the dosemeterson the phantom face was
suggestedby the service.
For eachof the multi-energy fields, one dosemeterwas placed at each post on the support ring,
and the posts were positioned at 50intervals from -7 50through 00to +750 .An elastic band was
usedto hold each dosemeter in place on the support post in such a way that one sensorelement
was above the plane defined by the bombarding proton beam, the other below. Both sensor
elementsin a given dosemeterwere thus irradiated with neutrons of the sameenergy and fluence.
Irradiations followed the procedure outlined in section2.1
For irradiation with 2.5 and 5.0 MeV monoenergetic neutrons, two dosemeterswere attached to
the phantomwith doubled sidedadhesivetape. One dosemeterwas positioned in the left quadrant
above the horizontal plane defined by the bombarding proton beam, the other dosemeter in the
right quadrant below this plane. This configuration minimises the effects of scatter between
dosemeters.The dosemetersof set P3 are rectangular, and the 2 PADC sensoreleInents which
are processed to obtain the track numbers are located towards one end of the rectangle. The
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/ Veriica plane with respect to
the ballbarding proton beam

Haizoma plane with respect to
the bombarding proton beam

dosemeter positioned above the
horizontal plane was therefore
orientated with this end downwards,
while the dosemeter below this plane
was orientated in the opposite way so
the processed areas ofPADC had the
same offset with respect to the height
of the source of neutrons. Both
dosemeters were thus irradiated with
neutrons of the same energy and
fluence, seeFigure 9.

After irradiation, all dosemeters were
returned to the issuing service for
processmg.The data setreturned by the
service detailed the gross track density
Figure 9. Showing the orientation of dosemeters on and net track density for both the
the phantom for the monoenergetic irradiations.
irradiated dosemeters and also those
used for the controls. No data was
supplied for the numbers of tracks on
individual sensor elements within each dosemeter, and no measure was provided of the
uncertainty in the track density values.
Figure 10 shows the fluence response derived ftom the three multi-energy field irradiations,
covering the energy range 100 ke V to 1.2 MeV. The plot shows these results for dosemeters
positioned on both sides of the support ring thus allowing a comparison of the results for
dosernetersat positive and negativeanglesupon the supportring. The data clearly show that there

Neutron energy (keV)

Figure 10 Comparisonoffluence responsefor positive and negative angles on the ring for set P3
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is no measurablebias in the results since those for the positive angles match those for negative
anglesextremelywell. The most notable feature of the data are some rather high responsevalues
which occur for the multi-energy field B (336 keY to 565 keY). Although the overall trend of the
variation with energy:fitsin well with the data from Fields A and C, the data points show a greater
dispersionthan exhibited for the other two fields. To date, no explanation for this feature has been
found despite extensive investigation. The service can find no errors in the reading of the
dosemetersand has in fact hasre-read a number of the dosemeters.

Figure 11 Fluenceresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetP3

Figure 11 showsan averagedfluence responsevalue for all dosemetersirradiated at eachenergy
using the multi-energy facility. The values correspond to two dosemetersat eachenergy value
exceptthe highest energy in each of the multi-energy fields. The error bars shown were derived
simply from the spread of the two results at each energy, and there are thus no error bars
associatedwith the single dosemeterresults corresponding to 00angle on the support ring. Since
the uncertainties were derived from just two readings their values are likely to be very variable,
and they only representa very rough idea of the uncertainty for an individual datum. However,
their average value should represent a reasonable measure of the typical uncertainty. The
combineddata from the three multi~energyfields show a smooth trend with energy, and since the
PADC elements for eachfield were derived from a different sheetsof plastic, this indicates that
there are no gross variations betweenthe three sheets.
Several,althoughnot all, of the responsevalueswhich are higher than the trend of the others also
have large uncertaintiesindicating that the effect was due to one dosemeterat one angle reading

high.
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Also plotted on the figure are the averagedtluenceresponsefor the monoenergeticneutron
measurementsat 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. The error bars shownwere derived simplyfrom the
spreadof the resultsfor the dosemetersirradiatedat eachenergy.

II]
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Figure 12. Personaldoseequivalentresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetP3

Figure 12 showsthe personaldose equivalentresponsefunction, i.e. the net tracks density per unit
personaldose equivalent(cm-2mSv-l) .As noted for other services,the dose equivalent response
function is slightly less smooth than that for the fluence, reflecting the lack of smoothnessin the
conversion factors as a function of energy.

3.4 Dosemeterset P4
Dosemeterset P4 again included PADC sensorelements from a number of sheetsof plastic. All
of the sheetswere from the samemanufacturer,and hencewere nominally identical. Three sheets,
designatednumbers1,2, and 3, were used for the irradiations in the multi-energy fields A, B, and
C, respectively,and31 dosemeterswere provided for eachmulti-energy field. Also supplied were
a single dosemeterfor eachof the monoenergetic neutron energies, 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV, and
2 dosemeters to act as controls. The sheet, or sheets, from which these latter 4 dosemeters
originated were not specified. Each dosemeterwas labelled with a unique serial number. The
dosemeterswere circular in shapewith a flat rear face, and a domed front. Each one contained
3 sensorelementsequallyspacedon a triangularfoam pyramid. The angle subtendedbetween the
sensorand the rear face of the dosemeteris approximately 35°. The orientation of the pyramid
within the dosemeteris not fixed and was therefore completely random from one dosemeterto
the next.
For each of the multi-energy fields one dosemeterwas placed at each post on the support ring,
and the posts were positioned at 5° intervals from -75° through 0° to +75°. The dosemeters
incorporated a plastic clip on the rear face which was used to attach it in place on the support
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post. The dosemeterswere positioned suchthat they were bisectedby the horizontal plane defined
by the bombarding proton beam. For irradiation with the mono-energetic neutrons the single
dosemeterwas attached to the centre of the phantom with doubled sided adhesivetape.
The orientationof the dosemeterupon the support post and on the phantom has the rear face of
the dosemeter perpendicular to the direction of the neutron fluence. However, with the
configurationof the sensorswithin the dosemeteras outlined above -in the shapeof a pyramid each sensor element is fixed at an angle of 550 to the direction of the bombarding neutrons.
Irradiations followed the procedures outlined in section2.1
After irradiationall dosemeterswere returned to the issuing service for processing. The data set
returned detailedthe gross track density and net track density for both the irradiated dosemeters
and those used for the controls. No data was supplied for the individual sensorelements within
eachdosemeter, and no measurewas provided of the uncertainty in the track density values.

100

1000

Neutron energy (keV)

Figure 13. Comparisonoffluence responsefor positiveandnegativeanglesfor setP4

In Figure 13 the fluence responsevalues derived from the three multi-energy field irradiations,
coveringthe energyrange 100 ke V to 1.2 MeV are plotted separatelyfor dosemeterspositioned
on both sidesof the supportring. The data for Fields B and C appearto show a lack of symmetry
betweenthe positive and negativeangleson the ring; an effect which was not present in the results
for dosemeter sets PI, P2, or P3. Field C results, in particular, show on average a noticeably
higher fluence response for those dosemeterson the positive side of the support ring. However
there is good agreementnear 00and at the largerangles. Without information on the uncertainties
in individual dosemeterreadings, however, it is difficult to determine the significance of these
differences. To date, no explanation for this feature has been found despite extensive
investigation.
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Figure 14. Fluence response function for dosemeterset P4
Figure 14 showsan averagedfluence responsevalue for all dosemetersirradiated at eachenergy
usmgthe multi-energyfacility. Thesevaluescorrespond to two dosemetersat each energy except
the highest energy in each of the multi-energy fields. Also plotted on the figure are the fluence
responsefor the monoenergeticneutron measurementsat 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. The error bars
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Figure 15. Personaldoseequivalentresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetP4
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shownwere derived smply from the spread of the two results at eachenergy. There are thus no
error bars associated with the single dosemeter results corresponding to the 00 angle on the
support ring, or with the monoenergetic measurementson the phantom.
Figure 15 shows the personal dose equivalent response function, ie. the net tracks density per unit
personal dose equivalent (cm-2 mSv-l) .

3.5

DosemetersetNl

The sensorelements for dosemeter setN1 were NT A fiJm packages.The service provided 31
dosemetersfor irradiationmmuhi-energy Field C (561 keV to 1200 keV), 9 dosemetersfor each
of the mono energetic neutron energies, 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV, and 6 dosemeters to act as
controls. Each dosemeterwas labelled with a unique serial number, and contained a smgle NT A
film element.For the monoenergetic irradiations the relative positions on the phantom face were
mdicated by the service.
For irradmtionin muhi-energyField C one dosemeterwas pJacedat each post on the support ring,
and the posts were positioned at the usual 50intervals. An elastic band was used to hold each
dosemeter in place on the post in such a way that the sensor element was bisected by the
horizontal plane defined by the bombarding proton beam. Irradiations followed the procedure
outlined in section2.1
For irradiation with the 2.5 and 5.0 MeV monoenergetic neutrons, the dosemeterswere attached
to the phantomwith doubled sidedadhesivetape. For eachof thesetwo energiesthe 9 dosemeters
were attached to the phantom in a 3 column by 3 row array. The dosemetershad a vertical
separation of 15 mm, and also a horizontal separationof 15 mm. The angle subtended by the
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Figure 16. Comparison offluence responsefor positive and negative angles for set Nt
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dosemeterfurthest ftom the centreof the phantom face was approximately 7.5°; giving an energy
spread of 18 keV for the 2.5 MeV neutrons, and 24 keV for the 5.0 MeV neutrons.
After irradiation all dosemeterswere returned to the issuing service for processing. The data set
returned by the service detailed the gross track density for both the irradiated dosemetersand
those used as controls. From these data the net track density was calculated for eachirradiated
dosemeter.No measureof the uncertainty in the track density values was supplied.
Figure 16 shows the results for that part of the fluenceresponsefunction curve covered by multienergyField C. The plot showsthe results for dosemeterspositioned on both sides of the support
ring, and the data clearly show that there is no measurablebias between results from the two
sides.

Figure 17. Fluence responsefunction for dosemeter setNl
Figure 17 showsan averagedfluence responsevalue for all dosemetersirradiated at eachenergy
usingthe multi-energyfacility. The values were derived using the two dosemetersat eachenergy
value, except for the highest energy. The error bars shown were derived simply from the spread
of the two results at eachenergy.
Also plotted on the figure are the averaged fluence response for the monoenergetic neutron
measurementsat 2.5 MeV and 5.0 MeV. For these irradiations the dosemeterswere distributed
on the phantom surface in such a way that pairs of dosemeterswere positioned at the same
distanceform the centre of the phantom, the exception being the single dosemeterat the centre.
Both dosemeters of eachpair were bombarded with neutrons at the sameangle relative to the
proton bombarding beam, and hence with neutrons of the sameenergy. The variation of energy
over the phantomsurfaceamountedto at most 1%, but for completenessthe dosemetersin each
pair, and there were four pairs, were analysedseparately.A datmn for eachpair, and for the single
dosemeter at the centre is plotted in Figure 17, together with the uncertainty derived from the
spread 0f eachpair.
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Figure 18. Personaldose equivalent response function for dosemeter set Nt

Figure 18 shows the personal dose equivalent responsefunction.

3.6

Dosemeterset N2

Dosemeter set N2 used NT A fiJm as the sensor element. Irradiations were performed of 31
dosemeters on the ring for multi-energy Field C, and 9 dosemeterswere irradiated on phantom
at 2.5 MeV, and 9 at 5.0 MeV. No resultshave,however, beenreturned by the service. They have
beencontacteda numberoftmes, but to date no responsedata has beenreported to the authors.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 The effectsof scattering in the neutron-producing target assembly
The nominal1ymonoenergeticneutronsproduced at a particular angle, when using an accelerator
beamto bombarda neutron-producing target, always have a contaminating component resulting
from neutronscatteringin the target can assembly.This effect has beenstudied in detai1(16),
both
experimentallyand computationally, at the German National StandardsLaboratory, PTB. Using
a Monte Carlo computerprogram, obtained from the PTB, the spectra of the scattered neutrons
were calculatedfor all the bombarding conditions used in this work. The calculated total scatter
components are shown in Table 2 as a percentageof the 00fluence.
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Table 2. Target scatter, as a percentageof the 00 fluence,
for the reactions used in this work.

250 keV

7Li(p,n)7Be

2.7%

565 keY

7Li(p,n) 7Be

0.9%

1.2 MeV

T(p,n)3He

2.5 MeV

T(p,n)3He

Certain identifiable features can be found in the spectra of the scattered neutrons. Firstly, there
is a small peak at the energy corresponding to neutron emissionat 90° to the bombarding beam
direction. These neutrons have a long path-length in the disc forming the end of the target can,
and thus have a high probability of scatter. Since the target can and target backing materials are
all reasonablyhigh atomic mass (Z~54) the energy loss in the scattering process is small, being
lessthan 8% even for 180° degree scattering. Above the 90° emissionpeak there is a continuum
extending up to the 0° neutron energy. Scattering also occurs from the cylindrical part of the
target can, and from the flange where it is attached to the flight tube from the accelerator.
Neutrons scattered from these parts in general have even lower energiesextending down to the
energycorrespondingto neutron emission from the target layer at 180° to the bombarding beam
direction. Figure 19 shows the calculated spectrum for 2.5 MeV neutron production at 0°. The
90° neutron emission peak occurs at 1063 keV, while a peak corresponding to 180° neutron
emission from the target layer can be seenat about 453 keV.

Neutron energy (MeV)

Figure 19. Fluence spectrum, including target scatter, for 2.5 MeV neutron production at 00
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The effectsof target scatteredneutronson the measurements
are complex. The long counter, used
to measurethe fluence, measuresthe scattered neutron component with similar efficiency to the
main neutron component, so that the fluence derived from this device includes the scattered
neutrons.To perform a thorough correction for the scatter the reading induced in the dosemeter
by the target scattered neutrons should be calculated, using the scattered neutron spectrum and
the dosemeter response function, and this should be subtracted from the measured reading.
Similarly the scatter contribution to the long counter reading should be subtracted. The true
dosemeterresponseto the monoenergeticneutronscan then be derived.This process is, of course,
problematical,sincethe responsefunction neededfor the above procedure is the very thing which
the experiment is trying to measure.An iterative approachcan be used, if the accuracy required
warrantsthis, using the uncorrectedfluencemeasurementsfor the first estimate of the correction.
In most cases,however, the effect of the scattered neutrons is small compared to the overall
uncertainty in the measuredresponse.
Target scattereffectscan makethe uncorrectedresults either larger or smaller than the true value.
For example, in the measurementof the 250 ke V response for a PADC track-etch dosemeter at
00 to the bombarding beam direction, all the target scattered neutrons have lower energies,and
are thus detected with a lower efficiency since the fluence responsedecreasesbelow 250 ke V .
Neve£1:heless,
the detectionefficiency for these neutrons is not zero, so the effect of scattering on
the measuredresponseis lessthan the figure for the percentage scatter fraction as given in Table
2. Conversely, for the measurementof the 101 keY response,performed at 750 to the beam
direction, scatteredneutronswith energiesup to 250 ke V can strike the dosemeter.The scattered
neutrons, however, cover a wide energy range, from about 20 keY upwards. It is possible that
the presenceof the scatter component will have the effect of increasingthe measuredresponse,
but not by more than the percentage scatter fraction at the most. The effect of scatter, even for
the worst case, is thus expected to be less than about 3% for all the presentmeasurements,and
usually much less. No scatter corrections have therefore been applied, although an additional
component of3% has beenadded to the estimated overall uncertainties.

4.2 The PADC track-etch dosemeters
The results presented in the previous section represent, on the whole, a remarkably good and
extensive set of data on PADC track-etch dosemeterresponsefunctions. For the multi-energy
measurements the energy range for Field B around 0° overlaps that for Field C around 75°,
Despitethe very differentangles,and the use of two different neutron producing reactions, there
is in general excellent agreementfor the results in the overlap region around 560 keV. The one
exception to this is for dosemeter set P2 where the difference, which is of the order of25%, is
way outsidethe measurementuncertainty. No reason has yet beenfound for the unusual energy
variation shown by the data for Field B for this dosemeterset, and a repeat of the measurements
would be desirable.
Putting asidethe anomalousresults for dosemeterset P2 in Field B, and making allowance for the
measurementuncertainties,the fluence responsefunctionsderived have, in genera4 a very smooth
variation with neutronenergy with no noticeablestructure other than a very broad maximum. The
exception to this is dosemeter set P4 where there is some apparentstructure in the 340 keY to
1.2 MeV region. This, however, appearsto be associatedwith the rather peculiar and unexplained
asymmetry in the results for the two sidesof the ring in multi-energy ranges B and C.
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One other featureof the data, which occurs for several of the dosemetersets, and particularly for
Field B in set P3, is the occurrence of occasional high responsevalues relative to neighbouring
results.This is often associatedwith a large uncertaintyvalue. If, when an average is taken of two
or more data at a particular energy, the reading of one dosemeter is high, this affects both the
mean value and the uncertainty, and this appearsto have beenthe cause of several of the high
results. Since the sheetsofF ADC plastic are not completely unifoffi1, it is always possible for a
single sensor element to produce a high reading due, for example, to an anomalously high
background. Anomalously low readings would be more difficult to explain.
Comparing the fluence response functions for the four dosemeter sets reveals rather different
shapes. Certainly no single response function shape characteristic ofPADC track-etch plastic
emerges.The differences presumablyarise from different techniques for etching the tracks and
readingthe pits produced, althoughthe characteristicsof the plastics from different manufacturers
must also playa part. Table 3 provides some data on the processing techniques used by the
different services.

Table3. Processing
techniquesusedby the dosimetryservicestaking part in the measurements.
Dosemeter
type

PADC track-etchplastic
PI

Chemical
pre-etch
electroProcessing chemical
details
etch,
automated
counting

P2

P3

Chemical
etch,no
pre-etch,
manual
counting

Two stage
chemical
etch,
automated
counting

NT A film
P4

Nl

N2

Several
Several
Two stage
different
different
chemical
areason
areason
film read
fiIrnread
etch,
automated manually
manually
usinga
usinga
counting
microscope microscope

A comparison of the personal dose equivalent response functions for the four dosemeter sets
shows that the widely held idea of PADC track-etch dosemetershaving sharp threshold in the
region of 150 keV where the responsedrops off ahnost to zero is only partially true. Dosemeter
set P2 appears to have a reasonablydose equivalent responseall the way down to the lowest
measuredenergyof100 keV, and setPI also still detects neutrons even at this low energy. These
results, and those for set P2 in particular, were unexpected. There was no indication in the
literature that a dose equivalent response might be expected at such low energies,and extension
of the measurementsto even lower energieswould be desirable,and is possible.
DosemetersetsP3 and P4 come closestto the conventionalidea of a device with a threshold. For
P3 this occurs fairly gradually between about 120 and 190 keY. For dosemeter set P4, in the
calibration situation, the threshold is higher in the region of 300 keV. This is entirely to be
expectedsimply becausethe PADC elements of set P4 are at about 550to the incident neutrons
whereastheir maxjmum sensitivity is for normal incidence. The advantages of dosemeters of this
type arisein realistic fields where the angle of incidence of the neutrons is not in general normal
to the sensor element, and the pyramid arrangement provides improved angular response
characteristics.
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Previouslymeasuredresponsefimction data for the dosemetersets studied here are not generally
available. For sets PI and P3, however, some earlier data were made available by the service.
Those for set PI are shown in Figure 20. They include sevenmonoenergetic values and results
from measurements with a 252Cfand an 241Am-Be source. The results for the present
measurements have beenplotted in the sameway as in Figure 4 except for the data at 2.5 and
5.0 MeV which have beenplotted as singlepoints with an uncertainty derived from the spread of
all the data at each of these energies. The agreement between the previous and the present
measurementsis good above about 250 ke V , although below this energy the earlier results are
higher. Some changesto the dosemetershave taken place since the previous measurements,and
the differences revealed by the figure are probably due to genuine changes in the response
characteristics rather than measurementproblems.

Figure 20. Comparisonof presentresponseswith earliermeasurements
for dosemetersetPI
The results for the two radionuclide sources have been plotted at the mean energies of their
spectra.Sincethese spectracover a broad energy range the values actually representthe integral,
over this energyrange,of the product of the responsefunction with the spectrum. They will thus
not necessarilyfall on the curve representingthe true responsefunction, although they should fall
reasonablyclose to the true response function as measuredwith monoenergetic neutrons.
The value of the multi-energytechniques, which provide considerablymore information over the
energy range 100 ke V to 1.2 MeV, is highlighted by the results in the energy region just below
1 MeV. W1thjust the previousdata values at 565 keVand 1.2 MeV the extent of the peak in the
response function in this region was not evident.
A comparisonof previous data with the presentresults for dosemeterset P3 is shown in Figure
21. The previous data were derived from two sources. One set of results was provided by the
servicein graphicalform, and an additional set of results was obtained from a recently published
report<17)
of a European intercomparisonof nucleartrack detectors.Neither of these sets of results
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were provided in terms of personal dose equivalent response,and the data have beenconverted
to tluence responseand are plotted in this forn1 in Figure 21.

3.5x10-4

2.0x10"
1.5x10"
1.0x10"
5.0x10-5

Figure 21. Comparisonof presentmeasurements
with earlierresultsfor dosemetersetP3

A comparisonof the two previousdata setswith the present set highlights some of the difficulties
of investigatingtrack-etch detector responsefunctions when the characteristicsof the systemsare
sensitiveto factors such as changesin the processing techniques or materials, or in the reading.
This makes it difficult to know whether differences between measurementsets are due to
problems with the measurementsor changes in the system. At some energies there is good
agreement between the new and the old results, although at others there are differences.
Comparing the present data with that supplied by the service shows very reasonableagreement
at 150 keV, 1.2 MeV, and 2.5 MeV, although the present measurementsare higher at the
intermediateenergies.For the Europeanintercomparisondatathere is again reasonableagreement
with the present results at 150 ke V and 1.2 MeV, although the new measurementsare higher
elsewhere. The differences are not, however, in general particularly significant when the
measurementuncertainties are taken into consideration.

4.3

The NT A film dosemeters

Because only two of the participating dosimetry servicesoffered NT A fiJm dosemeters, it was
particularly unfortunate that no results were returned by one of these. The data which were
returned, for dosemetersetNl, illustratethe differencesbetweenthe responsefunctions ofP ADC
based devices and ones based on NT A film. The energy at which fast neutrons begin to be
detected is much higher for fiJm, with a responsethreshold at about 500 to 600 keV. Also, for
fihn, the responsecontinuesto increasewith energy up to 5 Me V and above. This may give NT A
film dosemetersadvantagesin high-energy neutron fields.
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Someearlier responsefunction data, extending from 675 keV to 14.9 MeV were made available
by the service operating dosemeter set Nl, and these are compared with the present results in
Figure 22. Although there is excellent agreement at 5 MeV, below this energy the present
measurementsare significantlylower than the earlier ones. This difference may well be a genuine
change in the response function. Over the course of time changes may have occurred due, for
example, to changes in processing techniques and materials. The reading of these dosemeters,
which is done manually, depends somewhat on the person reading the film, and this also
introducesthe possibility of changesas different individuals take on the role of reading the films.

Figure 22. Comparison
of presentresponseswith previousmeasurements
for dosemetersetNI
The multi-energyFields A, B, and C, although very well suited for investigating PADC response
fimctions, cover an energyrange which is really too low for NT A film. Although Field C provides
useful information about exactly where the response falls to zero, further monoenergetic
measurementsat higher energies are necessaryto provide an adequate characterisation of the
shapeof the response function over the neutron energy region where the response is greatest.

4.4 Personal dose equivalent response functions for the ICRP 60 Q(L) relationship
In 1991 the ICRP, in Publication 60(15),recommendedvarious changes in radiation protection
practice, including a reduction of the dose limits, and changesto the dosimetric quantities. The
recommendationsreplace effective dose equivalent as the limiting quantity with effective dose,
which is similar in concept,in being a weighted averageof organ dosesin a body, but is somewhat
differently defined. The operational quantities used to estjrnatethe limiting quantity also change
becausea new Q(L) relationship is recommended for use when calculating the relevant fluence
to dose equivalentconversioncoefficients. Revised conversion coefficients have beencalculated
by a numberof workers, and an evaluatedset of databasedon these values has beenpublished(18).
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The new recommendationsof the ICRP have not yet been incorporated into UK legislation.
However, the European Commission, in 1996, adopted a revised Basic Safety Standards (BSS)
Directive, incorporating the recommendationsofICRP 60. The new BSS must be implemented
by memberstates,and the Directive allows four years for this to happen. New Ionising Radiation
Regulations are presently being formulated in the UK (a draft version for comments is already
available) which include the ICRP 60 recommendations. Since these new regulations are
scheduled to come into force at the start of the year 2000, it is interesting to look at their
implications for personal dosemetersresponsefunctions.
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Figure 23. Variation of conversion coefficients, hp,SIab(
10), between 90 keV and 6 MeV
Figure 23 showsthe fluence to dose equivalent conversion coefficients for both the old, i.e. preICRP 60, and the newly recommendedQ(L) relationships over the energy range from 90 keY to
1.2 MeV covered by the presentresponsefunction measurements.The new coefficients are larger
than the old values, resulting in a larger value for the personaldose equivalent per unit fluence,
and the difference between the old and the new coefficients is greatestnear the middle of the
range. The responsefunctionsfor the new quantities will have a different overall magnitude, with
fewer tracks per unit personal dose equivalent, and the shapeof the responsecurves will change
slightly.

Figures24,25,26,27 and28 showthe responsefunctionsfor the dosemetersetsPI, P2, P3, P4
andNI respectivelyasderivedwith the new conversioncoefficients.
Some features of the new response functions are common to all the dosemeters. The new
conversioncoefficientshavea smoothervariation with neutron energy, and the resulting response
functionsare also smother,particularly in the region just above 1.0 MeV. The structure in the old
conversioncoefficients appears not to be reflected by corresponding structure in the dosemeter
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Figure 24. Personaldoseequivalentresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetPI for ICRP 60 Q(L)
track densitymeasurements.
If theywere,the two would tend to cancelout, andthe response
functionswith the old conversioncoefficientswould bethe smoother.
Peaks and dips in the conversion coefficients are not unrealistic, and can occur because of
structurein the cross sectionsof the I CRU tissue, which in turn give rise to genuine fluctuations
in the calculated dose equivalent deposition at 10 mm in the slab phantom. Any such structure
must be due to features in the carbon, oxygen, or nitrogen cross sections, rather than the
hydrogencross sectionwhich is smoothover the relevantenergy range. Since the neutrons giving
rise to eventsin a dosemetersensorelementhave only travelled through of the order of 2 mm of
material, the effects of any cross section structure in this material tend not to show up, simply
becausethere is so little attenuation. Thus, even if there were genuine fluctuations in the tluence
to personaldose equivalent coefficients, one would not normally expect these to be reflected in
events in the dosemeters.
The changes in the response function shapesbrought about by the use of the new conversion
coefficientsare not particularly dramatic. In some cases,dosemeter set PI being an example, the
personal dose equivalent response function is somewhat flatter for the new quantity thus
improving the dosemeter performance. The change is, however, relatively small. Dosemeters
which measure personal dose equivalent satisfactorily for the present quantity ~
after recah"bration,
m most casesstill measurepersonaldose equivalentsatisfactorily for the new quantity.
Similarly, dosemeterswhich are poor for the old quantity ~
in all probability, continue to be
poor for the new quantity.
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Figure27. Personaldoseequivalentresponsefunctionfor dosemetersetP4 for ICRP 60 Q(L)
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The present measurementshave provided a good set of response function data for the PADC
track-etchand NT A fihn personal dosemeterscurrently in use for neutron dosimetry in the UK.
There remainseveralunexplainedodd results,in particular, for dosemeterset P2 over the neutron
energy range from 336 to 565 keV, and between 336 keV and 1.2 MeV for setP4. A repeat of
thesemeasurements,
to investigatewhetherthe results are reproducible, would by very desirable.
One parameter which might have a bearing on the results is the overall dose equivalent values
deliveredto the dosemeters.This could be varied to check that the sameresults are obtained for
different integrated dose equivalents.
Dosemeterresponsefunctions tend to change with time for a number of reasons.These include:
changesto the characteristics of the sensormaterial, even when always obtained from the same
supplier, changesto etching techniques for PADC plastic, and to methods of reading the tracks
for both typesof sensorelements.This variation highlights the importance of being able to make
responsefunction detemrinations,with sufficient detail, in an efficient manner, without involving
prohibitive costs.
The uncertainties shown for the present measurementsin the various plots are values of the
standarduncertainties(67% confidencelevel)estimatedfrom the measuredspread of the reported
readingsonly. This contribution,labelledhereas component(a), is only one of several component
uncertainties. For the multi-energy fields additional components arise for: (b) the uncertainty in
the measured0° fluence, (c) the derivationof the fluence at the various angles from that measured
at 0°, (d) the effectsof room scatter,(e) the lack of a phantom to provide backscatter, and (f) the
effects of scattering within the neutron-producing target which introduces a contaminant, non41
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monoenergetic,componentinto the field. For the measurementsat 2.5 and 5.0 MeV only effects
(a), (b), (d), and (f) are relevant.Typical values for the various uncertainty components are given
below.
(a) Values for the standard uncertainty in the reading of a single dosemeter,as derived from the
measuredspread of the data, appear to be in the range 10 to 15%. (For irradiations to dose
equivalent levels near the optimum, this is larger than would be expected if the uncertainty
was solely due to Poisson statistics.) Increasing the number of dosemetersirradiated at a
particular energy decreasesthe uncertainty due to the statistical spread, in theory by the
square root of the number of measurements.There are some cases,in particular where the
uncertainty has been derived from the spread of only two readings, where the standard
uncertainty measured was much larger than 15%. In most cases this was due to a single
'rogue' datum, for example one sensorwith an anomalously high background.
(b) The uncertainty in the measurementof the neutron tIuence at 00 is typically about 4%.
( c) The factorsusedto derive the fluence at anyanglefrom that at 00have an uncertainty of about
1%(12).
(d) Although 110correctionis made for the effectsof room scatterwhen dosemetersof these types
are irradiated at 75 cm from the source of neutrons, an uncertainty component of 1% is
included to allow for the uncertainty in the estimate that the responseto these scattered
neutrons is negligible.
(e) As noted in Section 2.3, the responseofPADC track-etch and NTA film dosemeters to
phantom backscatter for neutrons from 241
Am-Be and 252Cfsources is about 5%. For lower
energies, such as those provided by the multi-energy facilities, the backscatter response is
expected to be lower, except perhaps at the very lowest energies for dosemeters with a
responseto albedo neutrons. A reasonableapproachto dealing with backscatterwould thus
be to add 3% to the multi-energy field results while adding a component of 3% to the
uncertainty. This is the best option for anyone wanting the very best estimate of the response
function but if the correction is not applied a component of about 5% should be added to the

uncertainty
.
(f) The uncertainty introduced by target scatter was estimated in section4.1 to be about 3%.
A full uncertamtyanalysis for all the data points is rather complex. For example, the uncertainty
in the 00neutron fluence is common for all data measuredwithin a particular multi-energy field.
Covariance terms thus exist between these data, and should be taken into account. For the
response characteristic measured using the multi-energy fields, the uncertainty, assuming no
correction is applied for the missing phantom backscatter, is typically 7% plus the statistical
uncertainty for the multi-energy field measurements,and 5% plus the statistical uncertainty for
the measurementson-phantom.

Severalpoints of generalinterestemergefrom this work, andtheseare listedbelow.
1. Responsefunctions for dosemetersusing PADC track -etch plastic do not all exhI'bitthe same
shape. This is due to differences in the characteristicsof the plastic, the processing, and the
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reading. No single response function representative of PADC as a sensor element can
therefore be derived.
2. The belief that dosemeterssuchas those studied here have a sharp threshold below which the
response is negligible, and above which the response is proportional to personal dose
equivalent, is somewhatof an oversimplification.
3. For dosemeter set PI, and P2 in particular, there is a need to extend the measurementsto
lower neutron energies. There is also a need to have information on the response function
above 5 MeV. This represents somewhatof a problem. With the Vande Graaff accelerator
at NPL it is not possible to produce fluence standardsbetween 6 Me V and about 15 MeV.
However, with the exceptionof areasaroundhigh-energyaccelerators,and at altitudes where
cosmic-raydosesbecomesignificant,very few neutronfields in which individuals are exposed
have a significant dose equivalent component above about 5 MeV. Some data above this
energyare, nevertheless,needed.However, in view of the fact that the highest accuracy is not
needed,a single measurementat about 15 Me V is usually adequateto extend the data to the
region above 5 Me V .
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